Professor: Ronald Christensen
Office: 464 Humanities Building

e-mail: fletcher@stat.unm.edu (I am notoriously bad about responding to e-mail.)
web: www.stat.unm.edu/~fletcher (Click on course title under teaching.)

Phone: 277-4619

Office Hours: T, Th, 2:00-3:15 and by appointment.


Prerequisites: Stat 145 or instructor’s permission. The necessary mathematics background is basic algebra.

Material: Chapters 1 through 7 and Chapter 12, possibly 8 through 10 of the online textbook. A valuable additional resource for this class is Prof. Edward J. Bedrick’s notes available at http://www.math.unm.edu/~bedrick/stat527//ADA.html

Data files: All data are available by going to my website, clicking on “research,” clicking on “books,” clicking on the aforementioned text, and clicking on “data files.” Unfortunately, the data files are identified as they appear in the old version of the text, not the online version.

Grading: Grading will be based on some combination of quizzes, exams, and homework. (Probably just a series of quizzes.) Grading for graduate students and undergraduates will be separate.

Time: T, Th, 11:00-12:15

Location: DSH 334

Assignment: By the second day of class, I want you to have read the article at http://www.sciencenews.org/view/feature/id/57091/title/Odds_Are,_Its_Wrong
We will certainly discuss it, and I may quiz you on it.